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Handwork (Mz. Sarah)
6th grade - we are happy to finally be done with
clay! Next up, students will roll their very used
clay into seed bombs.
7th grade - soap carving success! I am so
impressed by the amazing things these kids did
with just a bar of soap and a butter knife. Next
up, needle felting!
8th grade - the pincushions we made are
ADORABLE and functional as well. They now
have a small sewing kit that they will need for their
next project - a set of bean bags to learn to juggle
with!

First Grade (Mz. McDonald)
In First grade, we are
completing our journey
through the letters.
Everyday, we draw an
image from a story
and in that image we
find a letter. This
image is the letter Z
for the lightning that
zigzags through the
air.

Second Grade (Mz. Machek)
In second grade, we are midway through our integrated
ELA fables block. Each day we explore timeless lessons
and morals through the framework of a diﬀerent fable.
Rather than explicitly state the meaning of each fable,
students are encouraged to analyze the text and infer its
meaning. After each lesson, we write sentences to
explore concepts like punctuation, capitalization, and
parts of speech. By the end of this block, students will
be writing their own short sentences.
This chalk drawing is inspired by The Hen and the
Apple Tree. The moral? It is always diﬃcult to pose as
something that one is not.

Third Grade (Ms. Sheila)

As part of our journey through Hebrew stories, we’ve been learning Hebrew letters,
language sounds, words, songs, and dances. We’ve also been creating seasonal
art, and getting to know the parts of speech and punctuation.

Fourth Grade Mrs. Murray and Ms. Hunter
●

●

●

This
week-presentations
from our Viking Shield
Project!
Had to crack a code
(multiplication and
division) to figure out
colors, then created a
poem relating to their
shield
Moving forward to to
Norse Mythology!

The arrows show how the earth is
moving and shifting. The earth
horizontally (side to side),
vertically (up and down), or
diagonally. In the volcanic
mountain diagram, the arrows are
showing the flow of magma.

Sixth Grade (Mz. Welch)

Sixth Grade (Mz. Madera)
We are studying Geology for the next three weeks.
During this block we will study the inside of the
earth, plate tectonics, mountains, volcanos,
earthquakes, rocks, and minerals.
This is one of my favorite subjects!! I get share my
rock and mineral collection with the students!

Seventh Grade (Mz. Jones)
7th Grade has been learning about famous Renaissance artists and their masterpieces. This week students wrote
letters to artists with questions about how they created their masterpiece, who/what their inspirations were and
asked what life was truly like in the Renaissance.

8th Grade (Mr. Meier)
In 8th grade, we have been studying the Anatomy of the Human Body. We
have learned about the skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems. We
study this not only to increase our knowledge, but also to help bring
the student’s awareness to their ability to act and create in the world
through their physical bodies.

